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Traffic Ticket Secerts Explained

Learn the inside secrets others have used to easily beat A speeding ticket.

Staten Island, NY (PRWEB) December 7, 2005 -- Is it possible to beat all traffic tickets? Thats what Author
Damon Dallah will explains in his book "Beat The System".

He explains;

How to get the judge to dismiss an entire case, without the help of a costly lawyer. No legalese involved.

Find out which states “allow” drivers to speed and legally get away with it. Honestly, there are many states in
the country that allow drivers to actually exceed the speed limit and not be in violation of the law. It’s based on
a little known code written in the law books.

How to have a laser ticket thrown out in court over 90% of the time based on a technicality. When fighting a
laser enforced speeding ticket, driver's chances of beating it are very good if they employ this very clever
lawyer’s trick.

The one piece of evidence to ask for in court that the prosecution will never bring. If driver's ask for it and they
don’t have it – (case dissmissed) Wouldn’t it make sense for drivers to know exactly what to ask for?

Please read some of the testimonials / results;

When I walked into court this morning, I really had my heart set that the officer would fail to show. I was pretty
disappointed when I saw him and a couple of other officers standing in the hall way.

As my case started, everything happened just like in your book. When the officer was finished with his
testimony, the judge asked me if I would like to cross examine. I told him that I would, and read word for word
from my notes the exact question from Beat The System regarding the calibration.

Guess what? He didn’t have it. Although he tried to weasel his way out of the situation by arguing how positive
he was that his radar gun was calibrated, I quickly shut him up just like you instructed.

And that was about it. My case was over when I heard the judge say those two sweet little words… Case
Dismissed.

Damon, you’ll never know how grateful I am to you and your book. Thank you so much.

- Lisa Pavilion, Texas

When I began to read your book, it was obvious that you were different from the rest. You’re book goes into
intricate detail and explains things so that anyone can understand.

I had only three days to prepare my case. I was clocked with a laser gun and had I not purchased your book, I’m
confident that I would have never won my case. When the judge told me to begin my cross examination, I
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simply asked for a (omitted) and they didn’t have one.

I’m sure you know the rest. Thanks again.

- Johnny Rodriguez, Ohio

For additional proof, please visit the URL Link within this press release.
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Contact Information
Patricia Santostefano
Bayridge
http://bayridge.traffictic.hop.clickbank.net
13472490374

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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